Hey! You!
Yes, You!
Forget about preparing comprehensive exam presentation, cleaning your apartment or reading papers!
Isn’t it good idea to take a fresh breath out of the city?
Yes it is!
That’s why you are reading that document!

Below you will find details about the trip.
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GETTING THERE

TICKET PRICE

Standardticket für die 2.Klasse 15.70 Euro (1 way , 1 person)
III.

GETTING BACK TO VIENNA

A. train

B. hitchiking
It is also possible – last time we managed to get direct lift to Vienna in less than 20 minutes;)
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ROUTE

We start in Gutenstein, climb Unterberg (ca. 1300 m) and return to Pernitz
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SOME ORGANIZATIONAL THINGS

The trip is around 23 km long. It shouldn’t be difficult to walk the distance during the whole day without hurry. But
anyway you should be prepared for few hours walk.
I suggest meeting on Wien Meidling station at 06:45, so everyone can buy ticket etc. Next train is 2 hours later, so
please be on time.
The Wien Meidling station is near U6 “Philadelphiabrücke” station
Shoes are the most important thing – ensure that they are comfortable. Waterproofness might be also important. I am
not sure whether there is still snow, but for sure the ground will be wet. The best shoes are of course trekking shoes
but if You don’t have ones, some good, durable trainers might be enough
Take some food – sandwiches, chocolate bars etc. Also taking a bottle of water is good idea. I will take hot tee.
Equipment:
a. Sun glasses
b. Cream with filter
c. Blanket or sth like that to put on the ground and to have a sunbath
d. Warm clothes and some kind of waterproof jacket (weather might change)
e. Second pair of socks
I have the map.
There will be some hut on the way.
Of course all what is presented here is only a suggestion – we are flexible with everything. What we will do depends
on how we like the place, weather, tiredness etc.
+43 6804031778 – my phone number, piecum@gmail.com
Let me know if You are interested
No responsibility, guarantees or whatever
No guidance costs (at least for now ☺ )

